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THREAD : TRUMP'S CHINA/PHILIPPINES  
 
1/ Time to dig into Ambassador Jose E.B. Antonio Special
Envoy to the United States. Joey as he is known, is also
business partners with Trump in Trump Towers Manila.
Jose also has a special relationship with Beijing 
 

What Century Properties’ Joey Antonio learned from his late dad | Phil…
A low-profile but important inspiration and wise mentor of 72-year-old billionaire
Ambassador Jose “Joey” EB Antonio of Century Properties Group is his late father,
former banker Ramon “Ramy” Antonio…

https://www.philstar.com/lifestyle/business-life/2018/12/17/1877479/what-century-prope…

2/ Ambassador Antonio has a strong connection to the Chinese- Filipino community.

He founded the Philippine-China business Council. He & his sons speak fluent

Mandarin. Prior to being the Special Envoy to the US, Jose was Special Envoy to the

People's Republic of China.
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3/ In April this year, Ambassador Antonio's company, of which he is still an active

CEO, completed a Bond issue with China Bank Capital Corporation. This bank is a

Filipino based bank set up to cater to ethnic Chinese businesspersons & businesses.
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4/ Century Properties Group, Ambassador Antonio's company which is in

partnership with Trump, is also in the intergrated Hotel/Casino business. Below

Ambassador Antonio is inking the deal on his latest venture, Clark Global City. I

think we've seen this business model before...
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5/ All circumstancial some may say. Being the inquisitive guy I am, I had to start

asking questions when Beijing Barbie, Ivanka Trump simultaneously had trademarks

approved in China & the Philippines in 2018. This family has so many fortunate

coincidences it's getting ridiculous
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6/ Anyone would think Trump's foreign policy regarding the Philippines & South

China Sea is compromised when he & Ivanka are plugging Trump Tower Manila for

all its worth. I wonder who lives in those Towers? Because most Filipinos sure can't

afford to live there
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7/ Ivanka & Donald also have problems with who their lawyer is in the Philippines,

Elpidio C. Jamora Jr. Turns out that cat is also a high ranking Philippines

Government official who is head of the Philippines largest construction company,

which is government owned.
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8/ The State owned company, which Ivanka & Donnies lawyer, Mr Jamora runs, has

it's main overseas projects in Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Hong Kong China, Indonesia &

Malaysia.That's some BIGLY conflict of interest cracking right there with some

dubious mofo countries. Who's your Daddy?
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9/ The Philippines, on international ratings scales, rates very poorly with regard to

corruption. Throw in the mix of real estate, casinos, unethical / illegal practices, & it

is a recipe for extortion or blackmail of a US President. The road to Beijing runs

through Manila
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10 / So remember how our friend Paul Manafort was shilling for the China

Development Fund & China Development Bank in Ecuador with President Moreno?

Pauly has history with the Philippines as well, back in the 80's when dictator Marco's

ran the place 
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11/ Just so happens that Paulie's Manafort's mates at the PRC Govt China

Development Bank are all through the Philippines like rats in a Kushner property.

Remember Trump's lawyer in the Philippines is a member of Govt, as is business

partner Antonio 
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